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Probing for

Poisons
Is it a common cold or
pesticide exposure?

C

huck Thompson’s first love was
poisons.
Like many young boys, he
was fascinated with the silver screen
depiction of danger and suspense
that was toxicology. A spy might
barely escape drinking poison that
was cleverly slipped into his glass, or
a dart shot from the darkness could
cause instant paralysis. It’s the sort
of exhilaration that makes for great
fiction, and people are drawn to it.
That thrill even drew Thompson to study
psychology in college. Poisons cause
a chemical reaction in the brain, and
psychology is the study of the brain, right?
“Luckily, early on I was counseled to
focus on the molecular level of what was
happening in the brain,” Thompson says.
Realizing the silver-screen intrigue
he desired lay in chemistry, Thompson
turned away from the study of
psychological demons and focused
instead on real-world poisons.
Now, The University of Montana
professor studies chemical toxicology and
neurochemistry. With his long hair tied in
a ponytail, an acoustic guitar leaned in
the corner of his office and dressed in a
tie-dyed lab coat, he conducts research
on the effects on the human body of
poisons we interact with daily: pesticides.
The toxins — used on agricultural crops
and other vegetation to protect plants
from hungry insects — eventually end up
digested, breathed or handled by humans
in crop fields, at grocery stores or on our
dinner plates.
The pesticides Thompson studies
Quick Looks p. 2
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UM chemist Chuck Thompson
poses with a protein biomarker
he uses in his research. The red
indicates an attached insecticide.
work like nerve gas. They shut down the
nervous system of insects when they
snack on treated plants. The same thing
happens to humans, but because we’re
so much larger, the effects are small and
often go unnoticed.
It’s difficult to know what exactly the
effects of pesticides on humans are,
since many people don’t understand
when they have been exposed. A family
picking apples in an orchard may breathe
pesticides that were sprayed recently.
When one apple-picker develops a
headache later in the day or feels
nauseous, they may attribute it to stress,
dehydration or working too hard. Though
that may be the case, they also could
have experienced pesticide exposure and
are having an acute or mild reaction to
the poison.
The trick, Thompson says, is to be
able to tell the difference between an
insecticide exposure event and the
common cold.
“Wouldn’t it be great if everyone had
a little cotton swab and they tested their
saliva to see if they’re having an exposure

Yellowstone’s Prehistoric Bear Hunters p. 4

event or if instead they are experiencing
headache or nausea?” he says.
That convenience is exactly what
Thompson and his business and
research partner Jon Nagy are trying to
develop through their company, ATERIS
Technologies.

A

TERIS isn’t part of Thompson’s
research at UM, but you can see
how the science inspired the
innovation.
Thompson and Nagy are working to
develop a simple, inexpensive field test
that can help people determine if they
are experiencing a reaction to pesticide
exposure.
The two scientists know each other
from working together as lab partners
in 1984 at the University of California,
Berkeley. Nagy, who now lives in
Bozeman, works with nanoparticles,
microscopic objects that can be designed
to change color or light up when they
encounter a certain substance.
Poisons — continued back page
l
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Q UICK L OOKS
Trophy horns, antlers smaller than a century ago
The size of antlers and horns in 25
trophy categories of big game in North
America have declined over the past
108 years, according to data analyzed
by a team of scientists that included UM
Boone and Crockett Professor of Wildlife
Conservation Paul Krausman.
Six researchers studied data from
22,000 Boone and Crockett Club records.
They found a small, yet consistent
2 percent decline in horn and antler size.
The results of their study, “Effects of
Harvest, Culture and Climate on Trends
in Size of Horn-Like Structures in Trophy
Ungulates,” were published in the January
issue of Wildlife Monographs.
“The Boone and Crockett Club is the
oldest conservation club in the U.S.
and the second-oldest in the world,”
Krausman says. “One of the things the
club does is maintain a record of all the
horns and antlers of species in North
America. They use it as a record of the
health of wild populations, but it had
never been analyzed.”
Evidence moderately supports that
an over-harvest of males — which would
lower the age structure — allows fewer
animals to reach trophy status before
harvest. The evidence also provides
limited support for genetic changes from
selective harvest of larger males.
The article outlines management
recommendations to overcome the
decline and to address potential causes
of smaller horns and antlers. It also
notes, however, that the reduction
in size of trophy horns and antlers is
small. The recreation, management and

University unveils
programs of distinction

UM’s Paul
Krausman
conservation benefits from hunting may
offset the detriments of a small reduction
in trophy size.
“It’s statistically significant; it’s really a
change,” Krausman says. “But biologically
it doesn’t make a whole lot of difference.”
The authors include Krausman, Kevin
Monteith from the University of Wyoming;
Terry Bowyer and Ryan Long from Idaho
State University; Vernon Bleich with the
Sierra Nevada Bighorn Sheep Recovery
Program of the California Department of
Fish and Game; and James Heffelfinger
with the Arizona Game and Fish.

‘Mammals of Montana’ named 2012 Honor Book
The Montana Book Award recognized
UM biology Professor Kerry Foresman for
his book “Mammals of Montana,” which
was named a 2012 Honor Book.
Being recognized as a 2012
Honor Book “demonstrated
that we were able to put the
book together and reach a
wide audience,” Foresman
says. “Mammals of Montana”
is used as a textbook in
university classes as well as a
reference for K-12 programs in
Montana and by many federal
and state agencies.
The book is a comprehensive
and illustrated account of
ecology, behavior, distribution
and reproduction of 109 Montana
mammals. It includes more than 500
color photographs, many by renowned
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wildlife photographers Alexander
Badyaev and Milo Burcham. Foresman
also discusses reintroduction efforts for
species close to extinction and the effects
of climate change on wildlife.
“It’s really quite an honor,”
Foresman says. “There were
a huge number of books that
could be considered, and
it’s really nice to be a part of
that group.”
The annual Montana Book
Award was established in
2001 to recognize literary
and artistic excellence in a
book published in the award
year. Books that are set in
Montana, that deal with
Montana themes or issues or that are
written, edited or illustrated by a Montana
author or artist are eligible for the award.

Three top programs at UM — creative
writing, organismal biology and ecology,
and wildlife biology — recently were
named Programs of National Distinction
(PoND).
The three were selected by UM’s
Provost’s Office for the honor, which aims
to maintain or stimulate development
of programs of national or world-class
excellence.
“There are many strong programs at
UM,” Provost Perry Brown says, “but
our desire has been to identify those
that have national distinction based
upon several criteria and then to provide
resources to assist these programs to
enhance this distinction — to be among
the very best in the nation.”
During autumn semester, more
than 30 programs and departments
submitted funding proposals in a
competitive contest. Units demonstrated
how they qualify for PoND designation
by addressing characteristics such as
scholarly output, quality of students
and educational outcomes. Programs
also revealed how they influence policy,
research, creative scholarship and
education at all levels.
Additionally, programs demonstrated
how they assist with the five strategic
issues outlined in UM’s strategic plan,
and they outlined the projected use of
financial resources to help maintain or
enhance national distinction.
The directors of the winning programs
were enthusiastic about the recognition.
“UM’s Creative Writing Program is
one of our nation’s oldest and most
prestigious writing programs,” Director
Judy Blunt says. “PoND status will
afford us a competitive edge in terms
of recruiting the most talented students
and will help us maintain our place in
the top tier of creative writing programs
nationwide.”
“This recognition is a wonderful honor
for all who have participated in the
Wildlife Biology Program over the past 75
years,” Director Dan Pletscher says. OBE
Director Bret Tabalske added, “Graduate
students are the heart of the Organismal
Biology and Ecology Program, and the
resources infused via PoND funding will
provide a diverse, rich array of improved
funding and research opportunities for
these students.”
The University will solicit more
proposals in the future to allow other
deserving programs the opportunity for
sustained growth and development.

Q UICK L OOKS
English faculty member
wins literature award
The American
Joanna
Academy
Klink
of Arts and
Letters awarded
Joanna Klink,
a UM associate
professor of
English and
creative writing,
the Arts and
Letters Award
in Literature
to honor
her career
and poetry
publications.
Recognition by the American Academy
of Arts and Letters is considered one of
the highest formal acknowledgments of
artistic merit in the U.S. Klink’s award
came with $7,500.
“I was pretty floored,” Klink says. “I’m
not on the radar too much, so it’s really
nice to be recognized like this.”
Klink is the author of three books of
poetry: “They Are Sleeping,” “Circadian”
and “Raptus.” Her poems have appeared
in many anthologies, most recently “The
Penguin Anthology of Twentieth Century
American Poetry.”
Klink is currently on sabbatical while
finishing a book about Paul Celan called
“Strangeness” and hopes to complete her
fourth book of poems as well, which is
slated for publication in April 2015.
The American Academy of Arts and
Letters is made up of elected architects,
composers, artists and writers with 250
lifelong members.

Bio station scientist honored with top conservation award
UM Research Scientist Erin Sexton
recently was awarded the 2012
Conservation Achievement Award. At its
annual meeting in February, the Montana
Chapter of the American Fisheries Society
presented the highly coveted award to
Sexton for her work in developing a longterm solution in protecting the Flathead
Basin ecosystem.
Sexton served as
the transboundary
coordinator for the
state of Montana
and is a research
scientist at UM’s
Flathead Lake
Biological Station.
During the past
10 years, Sexton
has been a leader
in protecting the
international
Flathead River for
generations to come.
The Flathead
River, which
originates in
British Columbia,
Canada, and flows
into Montana, is
considered one of America’s wildest
rivers due to its pristine water quality and
abundant, diverse aquatic and terrestrial
life. However, since the mid-1970s the
headwaters of the Flathead have been
threatened by British Columbia’s plans
to strip mine for coal, and in 2007 British
Petroleum announced plans for coal-bed
methane development in the basin.
Richard Hauer, professor of limnology

University scientists propose new drought severity index
UM scientists recently published
the cover story for the Bulletin of the
American Meteorological Society on
satellite-based drought monitoring.
The group, including Qiaozhen Mu,
Maosheng Zhao, John Kimball and
Steve Running, all from UM, and Nathan
McDowell from the Los Alamos National
Laboratory, developed a satellite-sensed
global drought severity index.
While developing the new tool, the
scientists first reviewed strengths
and weaknesses of common indices
already used to monitor and assess
global-scale drought. These indices
measure precipitation, snowpack,
stream flow and other water-supply
indicators and are used by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture and other

similar organizations. Many existing
indices also have some limitations, such
as only covering the United States or not
monitoring long-term droughts well.
The authors proposed a new framework
for measuring global drought severity that
uses remotely sensed data from NASA’s
Terra and Aqua satellites. Those satellites
collect data from vegetated surfaces
to measure changes in greenness and
productivity — key indicators of drought
conditions.
Their new drought severity index (DSI)
includes data from all of the major
regional droughts from the past decade.
The DSI showed conditions globally at
eight-day, monthly and annual intervals.
They tested its performance first in the
Asia and Pacific regions, where some 23

at FLBS and director of UM’s Institute on
Ecosystems, says Sexton’s swift response
successfully prevented these plans from
coming to fruition. The success was in
large part due to her efforts to coordinate
and develop a solid foundation of science
to inform management and conservation
professionals of the shared aquatic
resources in the
Flathead.
“Erin has shown
exemplary vision in
her commitment to
developing a longterm solution on
the Flathead,” says
Hauer. “She has
remained resolute
in her commitment
to link the scientific
results with
management and
policy.”
On Feb. 18,
2010, Premier
Gordon Campbell
UM’s Erin
of British Columbia
Sexton at work
and then-Gov. Brian
in the field
Schweitzer signed
an unprecedented
accord to prohibit coal mining, coalbed methane extraction, and gas and
oil exploration and development in the
Transboundary Flathead River Basin.
“Without Erin’s efforts, we believe this
landmark conservation achievement
would not have been realized,” says Clint
Muhlfeld, research ecologist and faculty
affiliate at FLBS and senior scientist with
the United States Geological Society.
million hectares — one-fifth of the total
rice production area in the region — are
drought-prone. Their annual interval
DSI accurately documented the highfrequency, intense droughts of this region.
The annual DSI also successfully
reported other extreme droughts, such
as the 2003 heat wave in Europe and the
Great Russian Heat Wave in 2010. The
DSI does have some limitations, such as
false drought detection in areas where
vegetation was damaged by something
other than drought.
With further studies, the new DSI
will become a valuable tool to detect
and monitor drought globally. In 2012,
drought hit Montana, with September
being the driest month in state history.
The Montana Climate Office at UM started
producing a weekly version of the DSI
covering the entire state in April. RV
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Inset photo by Todd Goodrich. Others by Doug MacDonald

Yellowstone’s
Prehistoric
Bear Hunters

UM archaeology reveals
lives of ancient park visitors

T

here’s a “tink, tinkle” sound that’s sweet as music
to UM archaeologist Doug MacDonald. It’s
the sound arrow points, scraping tools and other
ancient artifacts make as they emerge from earth sifted
through a screen mesh. That “tink, tinkle” means a window
has opened to reveal the lives of people who lived as long
as 9,000 years ago.
For the past five summers, MacDonald
has heard that sweet music frequently
in Yellowstone National Park, where he
and his students surveyed and evaluated
many of the 285 archeological sites
surrounding the park’s largest body of
water, Yellowstone Lake.
Their work has given insight into how
prehistoric Native American huntergatherers used the lake, providing
evidence about whether they hunted
bears, used boats or fished.
“UM has become the go-to institution
for Yellowstone archaeology, and we are
the only people doing work at Yellowstone
Lake,” MacDonald says. “That’s a
good thing, because there is a lot of
archaeology that needs to be done.”
Normally, digging holes in America’s
first national park violates federal law, but
park officials are required by the National
Historic Preservation Act to evaluate and
protect archeological sites in Yellowstone.
The park received a $500,000 grant to
complete this work, and that money funds
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MacDonald and his team.
“What we are doing
is important, because
many of these sites are
UM archaeologist Doug MacDonald displays a
disappearing,” MacDonald 9,000-year-old projectile point found near
says. “The lake level rises
Yellowstone Lake. (Top) Researchers use canoes
and falls, and many sites
to transport gear on the park’s largest lake.
are starting to erode away.
MacDonald says their initial research
Before they disappear, park officials
involved completing the archaeological
want to record them and come up with
survey of the lake, including 25 neverstrategies for which sites they should try
examined miles on the eastern shore.
to protect, if they can.”
Teams of four or six walk slowly along the
MacDonald, an anthropology associate
pebbled beaches or the terraces above
professor, is a leading expert on the
the shore carefully scanning for artifacts.
prehistory of Big Sky Country — even
They also dig holes about a foot wide and
writing a 2012 book titled “Montana
2 feet deep every 50 feet to identify sites.
Before History: 11,000 Years of HunterSome sites were discovered high above
Gatherers in the Rockies and the Plains.”
the waterline, dating from times when
He and his students spend up to eight
glacial runoff swelled the lake.
weeks working in the park each summer.
“The entire perimeter of the lake is
Last year, two graduate students and an
surrounded by archeological sites,” he
undergraduate worked with him, and in
2011 there were 10 graduate students on says. “It’s exciting to find these places
and fun for our students to find artifacts
the payroll. Many scientific theses have
where it seems like you shouldn’t be
resulted from the work.

able to find anything. We found
that most backcountry campsites
contain archeological sites —
that they are good campsites no
matter what era you are from.”
At a confirmed site, the team
digs up to 20 shovel test pits,
as well as two to 20 3-foot-wide
square holes. When sifting
screens “tink, tinkle” with
artifacts, the items are cleaned,
processed, photographed, labeled
and curated appropriately. All
artifact details are entered
into database field notes. Then
they are removed for study to
MacDonald’s UM lab. After two
years, they return to Yellowstone
and a permanent home at the
Heritage and Research Center
in Gardiner.
Most finds are stone tools such
as arrow and atlatl projectile
points for hunting animals,
scraping tools for preparing hides
and cutting tools for making
bone implements. MacDonald’s
favorite finds include Cody knives
— 9,000-year-old implements
named for a Paleo-Indian site near
Cody, Wyo.
Many items are obsidian, one
of the sharpest substances on
Earth, and a place called Obsidian
Cliff in Yellowstone was a popular
destination for ancient huntergatherers to collect what was then a
vital commodity. In fact, Obsidian Cliff
artifacts dating back 11,000 years have
been found at sites outside Yellowstone,
so researchers know people visited the
Yellowstone Lake area that long ago. So
far, the oldest artifacts found within the
park date back 9,000 years. (Not much is
known about park visitation 12,000 years
ago, when the lake area was under an ice
sheet at least 100 feet thick during the
last ice age.)
The artifacts provide clues to how these
prehistoric people lived. For instance,
they definitely hunted bears.
“We look for proteins on artifacts we
find, and bear is the third-most-common
type of protein around Yellowstone Lake
behind only deer and rabbit,” MacDonald
says. “Bear hunting was huge among
northern-latitude hunter-gatherers —
not just for food but also likely for
ceremonial reasons.”
Yellowstone Lake contains five major
islands, and previous researchers
discovered prehistoric archeological sites
out there. It was assumed ancient people
used boats to reach the islands, which
are too far to swim to in a cold highelevation lake. But MacDonald said their
research doesn’t support the use
of boats.

the lake, and once he and a grad
student were swamped by the
choppy waters.
“We only had to paddle a
mile, but we only made it about
300 feet,” he says. “We tried to
make it back to the dock, but
we took on water and had to
beach in a bunch of trees that
had fallen down into the water.
It was a sketchy situation. It’s
surprising how big the waves get
on that lake.”
Yellowstone Lake teems
with fish, including one of two
remaining viable populations of
threatened cutthroat trout, so
it would be natural to assume
prehistoric Natives fished. But
MacDonald says their research
doesn’t support it.
“We have no evidence
of fish protein on any of the
stone tools we studied,” he said.
We also don’t find fish bones,
but we hardly find any bones
there, because the soil is so
acidic. I suppose it’s possible
they fished with nets or fish
weirs or bone tools, because
UM graduate students
we wouldn’t find those in the
Stocky White (left) and Matt Nelson
archeological record.
excavate and screen an archaeological
“I really suspect fishing would
test unit at Yellowstone Lake.
have been a fallback strategy for
them,” he says. “The area was
so rich in bison, elk, deer, bear
“We have no evidence of boat-building
and plants like bitterroot and camas that
tools and no evidence in recent history
they wouldn’t have needed to fish.”
or prehistory that Native Americans used
MacDonald says a Shoshone story
boats in this area,” he says. “So we are
suggests that either Mother Earth or
looking for other explanations.”
Coyote stood on a ridge and dumped a
He suggests that prehistoric hunters
basket of fish into Yellowstone Lake to
arrived at Yellowstone Lake earlier in
start the fishery. He wonders if the story
the spring than previously thought and
is a metaphor for human intervention that
walked across the ice to the islands. Bear introduced fish to the lake. Researchers
dens are located in those areas, and
suspect cutthroat trout populated the
bear hunters may have scouted these
lake by moving up from the Snake River
locations and hunted their quarry as they
to the south at some time in the past
emerged from hibernation.
11,000 years. MacDonald says his team
MacDonald also notes that sites on the
may study sites south of the lake in future
north side of Yellowstone Lake are rich
summers to search for use of fishing as a
in obsidian from nearby Obsidian Cliff,
subsistence strategy.
but such artifacts are much rarer on the
“If ancient people played a role in
south shore of the lake. The falloff implies bringing fish to the lake, that’s pretty
people walked from place to place, and
cool,” he says.
that it would be fairly rare for people to
MacDonald and his students often
walk from the north end to the southern
comment about how lucky they are to
end of the lake.
conduct archeology in one of America’s
“If they had boats, they were used on a
premier national parks. Once the
very local basis and weren’t for extended
research team even had a howling
trips,” he says. “I think boats would
conversation with a pack of wolves that
have brought much more Obsidian Cliff
lasted nearly an hour, and, so far, they
obsidian to the south end.”
have been spared any bear encounters.
MacDonald also knows from personal
“It’s exciting and humbling to think
experience that using boats on
Yellowstone comes to us to do this work,”
Yellowstone Lake can be treacherous.
he says, “and I think we provide them
His research team sometimes uses
with a good value.” RV
canoes to move people and gear around
— By Cary Shimek
Research View
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Caring for Cutthroat

Student’s research helps managers protect struggling trout species

H

er brown eyes glued to the
But after three years at UM,
microscope, Kellie Carim
these fish stole her heart.
deftly pokes at the half“For a long time I kind of
millimeter-wide bone under the
thought maybe I would not
lens with tweezers. It comes into
continue in aquatic stuff,” Carim
view, a foot wide, on the computer
says. “But now with how much
monitor to her right. With
fun this has all been, I am going
practiced smoothness, she twists
to continue down this road.”
the knobs, adjusts the light, snaps
That excites the local fisheries
a photo, files it on the computer
biology community, as her
and is on to the next sample.
research sheds an important
It’s her way of fighting for a
light on facets of westslope
native species.
conservation practices.
Carim is a doctoral candidate
working in UM researcher Lisa
he westslope cutthroat
Eby’s fish lab. The tiny bones she
is a candidate for listing
so vigilantly documents are called
under the Endangered
otoliths, and they have each been
Species Act. Petitions have
removed from the inner ear of a
been filed three times, most
wild westslope cutthroat trout.
recently in 2003. Though wellOtoliths can be read like the rings
adapted to their pristine natural
of trees, giving insight to the fish’s
environs, westslope populations
age and life story.
do not deal well with human
This is Carim’s contribution
encroachment. Because of
to this struggling species —
their strict reliance on cold,
measuring little bones cut from
clean water and interconnected
inside their skulls.
habitats, they are considered an
“There is an intrinsic value
indicator species — the proverbial
in native species,” Carim says.
canary in the coal mine. When
“Every native species has the right
conditions for the fish sour,
to live and persist within its native
westslope populations nosedive.
range.”
Pollution, mining, logging,
Westslope cutthroat trout, as
erosion, ranching and grazing all
their name implies, are primarily
UM graduate student Kellie Carim studies bones that have taken a heavy toll.
found on the western slope of the reveal the ages and life histories of trout.
Before 1889, westslope
northern Rocky Mountains. The
cutthroat overlapped slightly on
fish are painted with a palette
native range.
the western edge of their range
ranging from golden yellow to pumpkin
Carim herself is a non-native of sorts.
with Columbia River redband trout, a
orange, with spots heavily concentrated
Growing up in St. Paul, Minn., she always
native subspecies of rainbow trout. In
toward the tail and along the evergreen
loved the outdoors, but not necessarily
the years to come, hatchery-created and
back, with hints of pink here and there.
trout.
propagated rainbow trout were introduced
All feature the signature “cutthroat” — a
“I was never really interested in fish
into nearly every suitable environment
prominent red slash under each jawbone. until I came here,” Carim says. “It was
within the westslope’s native range.
Because of land use and hybridization
more that trout in Montana are really
In the late 1800s, rainbows were
with non-native rainbow trout, populations good species for asking the types of
considered the perfect fish. Hardy,
have diminished to only 5 percent of their research questions that I like to ask.”
fast-growing, hard-fighting and good-

T
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tasting, some managers imagined them
conservation strategy,” says Fish, Wildlife
as the ideal replacement for the more
and Parks Fisheries Biologist Matt Boyer.
fragile native trout species that were
“You are saying that if you don’t take
probably headed for extinction anyway.
that measure, you are going to lose the
This attitude created many problems,
population and you are willing to take on
but perhaps nowhere more than the
the risks of isolation.”
west slope of the
Rockies.
Introductions
of brown trout,
Carim examines
lake trout, brook
the growth rings
trout and kokanee
on a cutthroat
salmon all took
otolith bone, which
some toll, but
reveals the age
beyond the
and even size of
competition for
the fish.
food and space,
rainbow trout
present an even
more subversive
problem:
hybridization.
’Bows and ’cutts
are so genetically
similar that they
can interbreed
and produce fertile
offspring — a rare
feat, biologically
speaking. And
they do so quite
extensively.
Hybridization in this situation is the norm
Genetic diversity is a surrogate for longrather than the exception.
term health, the ability of a population
Robb Leary, a conservation geneticist
to adapt to changing environmental
for Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks,
conditions. Without the possibility
estimates that pure strains of westslope
for influx of genetic material from
account for less than 10 percent of the
neighboring populations, the fish can
overall population. The rest are, to varying suffer the perils of inbreeding depression.
degrees, hybrid individuals with rainbow
Carim wants to know how the practice
genes.
may affect the survival of this species.
“Essentially all the larger bodies of
“My research uses conservation
water that would have supported large
genetics and population biology to weigh
populations are all gone,” Leary says,
trade-offs in management,” Carim says.
meaning they have been inundated
“Specifically, I look at factors contributing
with non-native species. “Most of your
to inbreeding and lack of genetic diversity
non-hybridized westslope are restricted
in small populations of trout.”
to small tributary streams in places with
To do this, Carim extracts DNA from
natural or anthropogenic barriers.”
westslope fins using chemical compounds
Behind these barriers, Montana
and a centrifuge. Then she sequences
fisheries managers put all of their hope.
the genes to see whether each base pair
The common practice for isolating
codes for either one or two traits. This is
pure strains of cutthroat, Leary says, is to
important because if too many pairs in
locate a stream with a natural obstacle
too many individuals are homozygous —
such as a waterfall or simply build an
both coding for the same trait — genetic
impassible dam or culvert. Managers
diversity is low.
carefully measure and apply a chemical
“Some of my populations are nearly all
called rotenone to the selected stream,
homozygous,” Carim says. “At that point
which exterminates all fish in that section. they have lost a lot of genetic diversity
Then they bring in pure-strain westslope.
compared to other populations. That
This practice has succeeded not
means there’s a very high potential for
only with westslope but with the many
inbreeding depression.”
imperiled cutthroat subspecies across the
After examining otoliths, she can infer
West. However, the solution is not without information such as growth rate and
problems.
adult survival in a population. These vital
“Isolation is a pretty drastic
rates, along with information on levels of

genetic diversity, allow her to gain a better
understanding of the overall viability of
the population.
By correlating stream length — a
measure of the amount of habitat
available to an isolated population — to
the level of
genetic variability,
she can make
recommendations
to managers such
as Leary and
Boyer for current
and future
projects.
“She gave us
indication that,
to some extent
in some of these
small isolated
populations,
you actually
might want to
consider going in
and introducing
fish from other
sources to break
down inbreeding,”
Leary says. “That
is probably the
most important
thing she is
looking at. They get so inbred that it
starts to adversely affect their viability.”

E

fforts like these may bring
westslope cutthroat back from
the brink of extinction, but no one
thinks the fight is over — or ever will be.
“Part of me thinks you have to maintain
optimism in the field of conservation
biology to stay sane,” Carim says. “But
honestly, when you look at the bigger
picture and what’s predicted to change
with climate change, cutthroat trout don’t
really stand that much of a chance.”
With the predictions for the next 100
years, Carim expects that westslope will
disappear from even more of their historic
range, which she describes as “a fraction
of a fraction.”
Like others in her field, she puts on a
smile and goes about her work anyway.
Fly-fishermen bring major revenue to the
state of Montana, so research that can
be applied to preserving their quarry is
usually well-supported.
“Cutthroat have a charismatic value to
the public in Montana,” Carim says. “Forty
years ago, many people could have cared
less what they were catching, whether it
was a brown trout or a rainbow trout, but
to catch a cutthroat trout now has a much
greater value than it used to.” RV
— By Sam Lungren
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Poisons — continued from front

of the poison. You would have
“We know pesticides attack
to eat large amounts of the
proteins,” Thompson says.
chemicals to experience a
“What if we put that protein on
deadly reaction like an insect,
a nanoparticle? If the pesticide
and there was no understanding
reacted to it, the nanoparticle
of the small, incremental
would report back and let us
damage that could be caused.
know this is not a headache
It was believed these
caused by stress. This is an
pesticides all acted in a general
exposure.”
way such as “kills bugs, doesn’t
The practical applications of
kill people.” But pesticides
such a test could help people
behave in individual ways,
seek speedy medical attention
specifically targeting different
to address an exposure and
protein panels.
also help Thompson and other
Proteins are the movers
researchers find out more about
and shakers of the human
Thompson uses a mass spectrometer to analyze a
how pesticides affect human
body. They catalyze reactions.
pesticide sample in UM’s Skaggs Building.
physiology over time.
If a pesticide stops a protein,
“My research at the University
it stops a million things
is based on understanding the real,
to develop a test to find that interaction.”
from happening. And although dead
heartfelt effects of pesticide exposure
The company, based both in Missoula
or damaged protein can be discarded
that are rooted in chemistry,” he says.
and Bozeman, brings research and
and regenerated, those reactions and
“We use every instrument and tool we
technology jobs to Montana. Teams of
development are permanently disrupted.
have to figure out if there’s a way to
up to 15 people have worked on ATERIS
“They didn’t know, I think, at the time
determine how these work and how they
projects, and UM students have the
that they were developing something
shut the nervous system down.”
opportunity to launch a research career
that would target different proteins,”
But there is a bigger problem than the
in a state traditionally known for tourism
Thompson says of the scientists who
mild, acute reaction. Long-term exposure
and natural resource development.
worked to bring stability to agriculture by
and clusters of exposure over a lifetime
“UM put a mission before me in 2003
developing pesticides. “They didn’t have
could be related to neurological disorders
to look at economic development and
the tools or understanding.”
people develop in middle age or later,
independent companies,” Thompson
But the fact remains that poisons
such as Parkinson’s or Alzheimer’s
said. “My research at UM is not directly
people interact with daily halt the
diseases.
related to ATERIS, but it still contributes to communications in their bodies, and the
“Epidemiological studies can find
the larger economic outlook.”
long-term effects of that are unknown.
clusters, but there isn’t good biochemical
“When we think about the effect
evidence to determine that a certain
f ATERIS can develop the test — ideally of memory, learning and plasticity,
insecticide is attacking a particular group
small enough to fit in a shirt pocket
maybe these pesticides are attacking
of cells,” Thompson says.
and only costing about $5 — a positive proteins that may be important in child
The answer is better reporting of
exposure result would only be the first
development,” Thompson says. “Infants
exposure events — particularly better self- step for a patient.
and children exposed to the same
reporting. Right now, researchers depend
After a general exposure event
amount of toxins would experience a
on physicians and epidemiologists saying
is confirmed, follow-up exams at a
greater affect because they are smaller.
they’ve come across a number of patients hospital, and perhaps more detailed
You have to ask, ‘Are women during
who all have experienced the same thing,
tests developed later by ATERIS, could
pregnancy or nursing putting themselves
and those patients all work in the same
determine what the specific ill-effects of
or their infants at risk?’”
factory or field.
the insecticide are.
One of the first large-scale studies of
This is where ATERIS comes in. The
It’s scary to think that your dinner salad pesticide exposure currently is under way.
company has received three Small
could send you to the hospital, but for
It will determine if people are at risk just
Business Innovation Research grants
years people have endured exposure to
by purchasing produce, both domestically
through the National Institutes of Health,
pesticides without dropping dead like the
and internationally grown. It’s impossible
and recently the research entered the
insects the poisons are design to kill. The
to avoid exposure, and even Thompson —
proof-of-principle stage. It looks like the
key is dilution.
while he advocates washing your produce
technology will work, but now Thompson
Most pesticides were developed in
— doesn’t eat strictly organic food. He’s
and Nagy will explore if it’s possible to
the 1950s and ’60s, and they all are off
a data point in the study of these toxins,
manufacture the device that can detect
patent now, allowing a multitude of these
just like the rest of us.
what they’re looking for, as well as provide compounds on the market. Thompson
“As a scientist I just like being one of
a test kit for easy self-reporting.
says the companies that originally
those dots and someone willing to make
“There’s plenty of tests that detect
developed pesticides hoped to protect
a few connections between these dots,”
pesticides, and plenty that detect dead
of crops and intended to keep humans
he says. RV
proteins,” Thompson says. “But we need
and large mammals safe through dilution
— By Bess Pallares
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